Welcome to your Art Adventure at Newfields

What Color Is Your Style?
Great for young teens and anyone who embraces personal style

The artwork at Newfields spans the range of artistic styles from detailed representations of life to abstract designs composed of lines and shapes. As you walk through each gallery, each person can identify their favorite artwork and then explain where its style falls on the scale of ROYGBIV.

Red        Orange         Yellow         Green       Blue          Indigo         Violet

**Realistic**
An accurate portrayal of life.

**Abstract**
Distorts the actual representation of life.

**Non-Objective**
No recognizable subject matter.

How does the style affect your appreciation for the piece? Would you still like it if it were more realistic or more abstract?

At the end of your adventure ask each person to share which colors represent their preferred style. Does anyone embrace the rainbow of styles?

Explain why that may or may not be true for you.